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Omar Allibhoy is the new face of Spanish cooking: he’s charismatic, effusive, passionate, and
wants to bring Spanish food to the people of the UK. Tapas Revolution is the breakthrough book
on simple Spanish cookery. Using everyday store-cupboard ingredients, Omar offers a new take
on the classic tortilla de patatas, making this iconic dish easier than ever, and brings a twist to
pinchos morunos and pollo con salsa. With sections covering vegetables, salads, rice dishes,
meat, fish, cakes, and desserts, the emphasis is on simplicity of ingredients and methods—
reinforcing the fact that absolutely anyone can cook this versatile and accessible food. Tapas,
not pasta!

"This is real fast food for people who care about eating." --Tom Parker BowlesFrom the
AuthorOmar Allibhoy worked with Ferran Adria of the legendary El Bulli restaurant, before
becoming chef at El Pirata deTapas in London's Notting Hill. He subsequently opened his two
Tapas Revolution restaurants at Bluewater and Westfield.About the AuthorOMAR ALLIBHOY
trained under Ferran Adria of the legendary El Bulli restaurant. He was chef at El Pirata deTapas
in London's Notting Hill, before opening his two Tapas Revolution restaurants at Bluewater and
Westfield. He lives in London.Read more
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Tapas: and other Spanish plates to share Moro: The Cookbook



Lindsay Enzminger, “Great book on tapas.. Great cook book. Recipes are easy to follow and
very good.”

Arty, “The book has some great recipes. Omar is the best. The book has some great recipes.
Omar is the best.1) All recipes are in KG and ML2) Too many Cod Recipes, not enough types of
fish readily available in US markets3) There is no TOC. If you want to find a specific recipe, it's a
hassle4) Not enough "tips". Watching his videos provide much more insight as to the cooking
methods and goals of the preparationAll in all, i would have liked to see it cover more than just
tapas, I get the title of the book, but Paella isn't a Tapa and it's included. Many of the ingredients
used are difficult to get in the same quality in the US (Chorizo, Fresh Cod and Anchovies in
particular).There are several recipes that are fantastic which make the book worth it; but it's likely
more worth it if you're in Spain or the UK where the ingredients are more readily available.”

Diana, “Good book with some issues. In overall, I like the book and you are learning a few good
techniques. Most of the dishes are very wintery. Recipes that I have tried from this book turned
out good except for gazpacho (not sure/it had no flavor). Albondigas en salsa (meatballs) -
sauce was very good if you use fresh tomatoes but meatballs were ok. Just a note that
everything in this book is in ML/KG /Grams/Centimeters (it was probably written for folks in
Europe in mind).”

Johanna, “Great recipes and structure, Worth the book...!!!. Great recipes that worth the book!If
something needs more detail, the author explained very well and sometimes add extra pictures
for references.I loved how structured each recipe is, ingredients by cooking order, steps in the
left and pictures in the right (for most of them)So when you have your book opened you always
are located in a single recipe.Every recipe I had made I ate it, loving it, and sharing it. My family
and friend always are surprised with my plates.”

Sandy, “Espectacular libro!!!. A great recipe book for authentic Spanish Tapas!!”

NKM, “Wonderful authentic Spanish recipes with some tweaks. We are very familiar with
Spanish food and found this cookbook to be exceptional in clarity. There are some tweaks that
give the palate a nice surprise. You will have to convert from metric to english, but if you have a
sense of cooking, it's the ingredients that make the difference. However, in baking you must be
exact.  Love the book!”

John, “very tasty Spanish recipes. Very good recipes with good instruction.Of note for American
cooks - all measurements are metric. Have a conversion table ready.I'm not 100% sold on the e-
book vessel for cook books (this is my first) as it's a little harder to flip through the pages to see if



something catches your eye, and it's harder to reference with messy hands (you can't just leave
it open like a regular book), but it's certainly usable.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Terrific book. I especially love the recipes for soup. Terrific book. I
especially love the recipes for soup. The gazpacho recipe is the best I have ever had.
Instructions are clear, even on an iPad. Nice illustrations, again, even on an iPad. I liked this book
so much that I bought another as a gift.”

Redalex, “Lovely book. I lived in Spain for many years - more years ago than I care to remember
- so I am familiar with Spanish recipes, although I had got out of the habit of cooking them. I
bought this for my husband as he doesn't have the same Spanish experience and was
interested in cooking something different to our normal menu. It's a lovely cook book and well
written, but my husband has been put off by many of the recipes because the author states
specific ingredients that we can't readily obtain (e.g. "Spanish" onions, semi-cured chorizo (how
are we to know the difference between a semi-cured and a fully cured chorizo when we rely on
supermarket chorizo 'rings', etc). This kind of thing doesn't put me off as I am a more
experienced cook so I improvise, but not everyone has that confidence. Other than this, I would
have given it 5 stars.”

Katherine Del Mar, “Changed the way I cook my tortillas forever!!. For such a great price at the
time it would've been rude not to buy it! However I must say it was his Tortilla recipe that was a
lightbulb moment for me in changing the way I make my tortilla, nothing momentous just a
"ahhh", I think it's the fact that he takes the time to explain why he does some things in his
recipes. For me (if you're interested) it was when adding the combined egg/potatoes to the pan
to make sure I had it smoking hot and then to straight away turn it down low, changed my tortillas
and gave me refound confidence! Lovely recipes, will definitely buy the physical book in the
future!”

Chattahoochee Tern, “Simple Spanish cookery. An ideal book for making a dinner party for
friends, starting with 'aperitivos', moving on to sharing plates then dessert. There are recipes for
sangria and for lemonade too.I confess that it did not match my preconceptions of tapas. I had
been expecting small savoury dishes...Recipes are straightforward and well described - going
into considerable detail where necessary e.g. tortilla de patatas. Store cupboard ingredients are
straightforward too with very few special items - pimenton perhaps and piquillo peppers.There
are rather arty photos of most, though not all, finished dishes and plenty of the man himself!
There is a perhaps rather incongruous 'Chef's Cut' section with ingredients including lambs
tongues and suckling pig.The eBook has a linked list of recipes at the start of each section,
though these are in Spanish. There is no index.I'm inspired to hold a dinner party soon.”

cazza, “Wonderful Recipes and Great Value on Kindle. I saw this chef on Saturday Kitchen



promoting his new book out in June. I went on the site to see if he had any other books and saw
this one. 99p on Kindle! Downloaded it, and it is great! Lovely authentic Spanish recipes. You
can easily adapt them to make more substantial dishes. Tapas is usually a taster like a canapé,
but many of these recipes make a nice lunch or dinner.Easy to follow with lovely colourful
illustrations, if you don’t mind using online recipe books, then this is ideal.”

The book by André Darlington has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 870 people have provided feedback.
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